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Casting handle  
For easier casting and fabrication, and to prevent incorrect lock placement, we recommend using the Casting Handle  If using a 
distal cushion, it is best if the cushion is cast into place. In some cases, memory foam cushions can be added after the fact. 

1.  Install casting pin in 
liner of choice 

2.  Slide handle onto pin 3.  From above and the 
side, make sure the 
liner/pin is in the       
desired location 

6.  Foam circles can be 
used to mark key are-
as (CD103SFC and 
CD103LFC) 

7.  Stockinette is put 
over the handle and 
liner 

8.  With first couple of 
wraps, go around handle 
to key into place, then 

9.  Continue to check 
location and angle  of 
handle during casting to 
ensure the lock place-
ment is as desired 

10.  Once cast is     
removed, install lock 
anchor, and fill cast 

11.  Handle has identical 
shape as lock for proper 
seating and location 

419 Curtis Rd, Boise, ID 83706 
(208) 429-0026 

www.coyotedesign.com 

Casting Handle and Pin for Air Lock and Easy 
Off Lock CD316A 

A. CD103SFC Small Foam Circles  B. 103LFC Large Foam Circles  
C. CD306 Casting Bungee  D. CD308 Casting Bags 
 

PARTS SOLD SEPARATELY 

      A.                  B.                      C.                       D.                                    

Anchor is packaged 

12.  Cast and anchor 
ready to receive new 
lock. 
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